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BOOK REVIEWS
LAWYERS IN POLITICS - A STUDY IN PROFESSIONAL CONVERGENCE. By Heinz
Eulau and John D. Sprague. Indianapolis; New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Com-
pany, Inc., 1964. Pp. xii, 164. $5.00. This book explores what the authors consider
to be a paradox. Lawyers are clearly the dominant occupational group in American
politics, but yet "their private profession does not seem to affect a great deal of
their political behavior .... The lawyer-politician does not differ appreciably from
other politicians."'
The data used by the authors concerns members of the legislatures of four
states, so the study is of legislators rather than politicians in general. The authors
make this clear by explaining that "at times, we speak of politicians when it would
be more correct to speak of legislators, ' 2 but this is done to break the monotony.
The authors first probe to find reasons for the extensive involvement of lawyers
in politics. They examine the various explanations that have been given by others
for this affinity. The first is called the institutional link; that is, because of the
social, economic or political status of the lawyer, he is quite naturally brought
into politics. The next is called the career nexus; that is, the high compatibility
and similarity of interest of law and politics. The last is called the role cluster,
which focuses on the similarity of the roles of the lawyer and the legislator.
The authors consider all of these to be factors of some significance, but inade-
quate to fully explain their paradox. They would add another theory called pro-
fessional convergence. According to the authors, law and politics are convergent
professions. That is, law and politics have common characteristics that are especially
relevant to the performance of professional functions.3 Three characteristics are
identified: professional independence, a code of ethics, and a norm of personal
service. 4 It is suggested that these characteristics are now shared by both profes-
sions because the professions have been integrated into the structure of political
authority and perform functions of a political or governmental nature.5
The convergence of professions is seen as an evolutionary and continuous
process." The authors' position is that as law and politics become more integrated
into the structure of political authority, they will develop many more common
characteristics relevant to that structure.
According to the authors, the theory of professional convergence explains why
lawyer-politicians do not differ appreciably from other politicians. "The more law
and politics converge as professions, the less distinct will be the particular kind
of contribution that the lawyer-politician is likely to make to politics as a lawyer. ' 7
It should be added at this point that the authors do recognize certain distinctive
features to the lawyer-politician's contribution. For example, he is much more
likely to rise to a position of leadership in legislative bodies than a member of any
other occupational group.
I have one reservation about the authors' theory of professional convergence
as applied to the work of lawyers and legislators. I completely agree that there
are many similarities between the traditional work of a lawyer and th& traditional
work of a legislator. I would willingly extend this observation to politicians in
general, including legislators. In fact, taking politics in the Aristotelian sense, I
I Text at 3.
2 Id. at5.
3 Id. at 125.
4 Id. at 143.
5 Id. at 130.
6 Id. at 126.
7 Id. at 145.
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would be willing to defend the proposition that the most meaningful functions of
the lawyer can be considered a vital part of the political life of a community., This
is obviously true of the lawyer's working relationship with courts, legislatures,
administrative agencies, and executive officers. In this light, the lawyer is deeply
immersed in the political life of the community.
The reservation I have concerns the historical view of the authors that at
one time law and politics were not'so closely related but are now coming, closer
together.8 In the context of the authors''theoretical approach, historical disagree-
ment is not too significant. Also, the disagreement may be- mote apparent than
real, as it involves in part the authors' concentration on legislators.' Part of their
historical picture ant6dates the' existence of representativelegislative bodies' when,
of course, there were no relationships between legislators (so understood) and
lawyers. In any-event, I read Anglo-American legal .history to show a continuous
and inseparable relation between lawyers and politicians, a' close affinity of lawyers
for politics throughput our entire history. Just two examples should suffice. First,
Holdsworth gives extensive credit to common law lawyers for the development of
parliamentary procedure. Second, the 16th and 17th century involvement of
lawyers like Lord Coke in the political struggle between Grown and Parliament
is well known.
Indeed, this close affinity between law 'and politics 'has been the'traditional
view. Historically, the institution of law has been seen as the miean' by which
political authority is exercised. Lawyers only truly understand their profession
when they recognize this and realize that they have a vital role 'to play in this
institutional life. All good law schools, try to expose their siudents to this public
responsibility of the lawyer which the authors call the role of personal service.
This subject is of special interest to law teachers, many of whom, feel law schools
have not been very successful in this area. Witness the widespread discussion in
the law school world of ways to bring about a deeper understanding of, and com-
mitment to, public and professional responsibility.
One possibility that has not received as much attention as it should has to
do with the most effective method of teaching- i.e., by example. If there is a
close personal relationship between faculty and,students and 'some members of the
faculty are actively involved in an exemplary way in the legal and political life
of the community, this should be exploited for educative purposes.. If a teacher
is representing an indigent defendant in a criminial trial, this should be worked
into the educational process somehow. The same use should'be 'made of faculty
involvement on judicial conferences, administrative bodies, community action or-
ganizations, and campaigns for civil rights; and the sooner that this is done, the
better. For example, many feel that equ'al "opportuiity can be better taught by
participation in a single event like Selma, than by all the classroom, law library,
and extracurricular devices and techniques that can be cramnied into a three-
year program. The personal witness may still be the most effective pedagogical
approach. A college president, or dean, or teacher often has had great impact on
many students as a result of his' public activity.
We must devise ways to exploit for teaching purposes the legal and public
life of law teachers. Many are active, but ,more often at the expense of, rather
than to the benefit of, their teaching effectiveness. Techniques must be found to
reverse this situation. There are, of course, problems to be overcome. Careful
planning is essential to assure a breadth and evenness of exposure and'involvement.
Adequate clerical and stenographic assistance must be available so that relevant
documents can be reproduced and put in the hands" of all the studentsas quickly
as events demand. But these and other housekeeping problems are not unique or
8 Id. at 128.
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extraordinarily difficult. Without doubt, ways can be found to put an end to the
wasting of much of the pedagogical value inherent in the legal, governmental and
community service activities of law teachers.
Thomas Broden, Jr.*
A MAN'S REACH. Edited by Barbara Frank Kristein. New York: The Mac-
millan Company, 1965. Pp. xxviii, 450. $10.00. - Momentous changes in our
law which are now manifest began to be revealed in the decisions of the Supreme
Court some thirty years ago. They were foreshadowed to a great extent by Holmes
and Brandeis in dissenting opinions and by Cardozo in his essays. Pound and
Llewellyn and other distinguished professors were contributors to the movement.
Nevertheless, when Jerome Frank appeared on the scene with his LAW AND THE
MODERN MIND there was, besides the cheers, a considerable amount of booing. Con-
troversy raged about the book, and the author became famous. His ideas stimu-
lated many lawyers and law students and, no doubt, helped bring about some
of the developments that have occurred since that time. Jerome Frank went on
writing books and articles. He became a distinguished administrator in the New
Deal days and from 1941 until his death in 1957 he was a judge on the Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit. While on the bench he delivered numerous note-
worthy opinions.
The present volume consists of selected writings of Jerome Frank edited by
his daughter. The selections have been taken from LAW AND THE MODERN MIND,
IF MEN WERE ANGELS, COURTS ON TuA, NOT GUILTY, speeches, articles, a book
review and judicial opinions. The editor has "for reasons of purely personal taste"
omitted the author's footnotes "as such."' This circumstance may detract some-
what from the value of the book for many readers. However, the sources of the
various pieces are indicated in a bibliography at the end of the volume. All the
selections are worthy reading and some re-reading, but not in one or two sittings,
for there is, unfortunately, a great deal of repetition not only of ideas but of whole
sentences and examples. Such repetitions may have a wholesome pedagogical
effect, but many readers might find them annoying.
The first selection is a talk entitled "On Holding Abe Lincoln's Hat" in which
Frank quotes with approval Lord Halifax's definition of a Trimmer: "If men
are together in a boat, and one part of the company would weigh it down on
one side, and another would make it lean to the contrary, it happeneth there is
a third opinion of those who conceive it would do as well if the boat went even,
without endangering the passengers." Frank says: "Halifax's definition of a
Trimmer satisfies, in large measure, my definition of a true liberal." 2 Frank would
be classified by most as a "liberal" in the law. It is interesting to note what he
considered that vague term to mean.
There follows a thoughtful article on "The Place of the Expert in a Demo-
cratic Society." Here, as in many other places we find evidence of Frank's omniv-
orous reading. Next comes "The Speech of Judges: A Dissenting Opinion,"
which is a sprightly discussion of style in legal writing. Particularly noteworthy
are some strictures on the style of the venerated Cardozo. Rounding out the first
part of the volume (which is entitled "The Democratic Spirit') is a fine eulogy
of Judge Learned Hand.
The second part consists of generous excerpts from IF MEN WERE ANGELS,
Frank's concurring opinion in United States v. Roth,3 and a book review (of George
Calhoun's INTRODUCTION TO GREEK LEGAL SCIENCE). These pieces are character-
* Professor of Law, Notre Dame Law School.
I Text at v.
2 Id. at3.
3 237 F.2d 796, 801 (2nd Cir. 1956).
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ized by the editor as concerned with "The Conflict between Freedom and Author-
ity." The concurring opinion in the Roth case is perhaps the most interesting
material in the whole volume because of the present concern over the legal problems
connected with obscenity. No one who insists on imparting his views on such prob-
lems to others should fail to read Frank's brilliant and profound treatment of the
subject.
The third part consists of excerpts from LAW AND THE MODERN MIND, COURTS
ON TRiAL, NOT GUILTY and the opinion for the court in Skidmore v. Baltimore
& Ohio R. Co.4 In these pieces Frank develops his famous doctrine of "fact
skepticism."
The last part ("The Protection of Due Process") consists of Frank's opinion
in eighteen cases, some for the court, some concurring, but most dissenting. The
best known among these cases are United States v. Rosenberg and United States
v. On Lee.'
This volume presents most of Judge Frank's important ideas. Many of these
are highly relevant for the law and lawyers today. It is, therefore, serviceable but
not as useful as it might be since it lacks an index. It is unfortunate, also, that it
is marred by numerous misprints. There is a striking photograph of the judge on
the dust-cover. It would have been appropriate to have it inside the volume.
Roger Paul Peters*
4 167 F.2d 54 (2nd Cir. 1948).
5 195 F.2d 583 (2nd Cir. 1952) (opinion for the court).
6 193 F.2d 306 (2nd Cir. 1951) (dissenting opinion).
* Professor of Law, Notre Dame Law School.
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